Instructions: How to use Jewish Communities map

1. Each marker 📍 represents a location of a Jewish Community, which was in existence between 1500 and 2000 years.

2. Clicking on the marker 📍 reveals information about particular Community at a selected location.

3. Markers with numbers on the top represent a cluster of markers.
   Click on the cluster to see all markers inside.
   Cluster color represents number of markers inside: blue cluster 🌃 has 10 or less markers, yellow cluster 🌵 has more than 10 markers.

4. The map also has timeline feature with a slider below map.
   - Timeline allows you to see which Communities were in the existence at the selected years range.
   - Click on the right slider ⬅️ and move all the way to the left and get the view when selected Communities were originated.
   - Now click on the right slider again and start moving it to the right to see how Communities expanded through the years.

5. Click on “+” to zoom in.
6. Click on “−” to zoom out.
7. All Communities shown on the map are also presented in table below the map.
   • Clicking the icon 🔍 situated alongside the Locality Name activates location search on the map
   • Clicking icons “<” “>” activates navigation to the previous or the next page.
   • A Community can be found in the table by entering its name in the Search box.
   • Communities are searchable by name, location or year.